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Craft & Technique: So You Want a New Panel?

who gave me valuable advice. When I cut out the old panel (literally) I left an inch and a quarter stub alongside the fuselage and attached the new panel to it ... 
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craft & technique So You Want a New Panel? One builder’s journey VA NCE ATK INSON, E A A 1 6 7 8 1 4



I



built my Cozy III 23 years ago, and it now has 1,900 hours on it. Last year I had a problem with the airframe that helped me decide to start on the panel upgrade I had been contemplating for two years. The first decision was choosing fiberglass or metal. The metal won out, as I wanted it to be removable and sturdier than the previous fiberglass one. I was nervous about aluminum because I’m not good at making metal parts, especially one of this magnitude. I decided what would go in the panel and then made my first mistake; I cut the outline of the panel first. If you want a shop to cut your layout, it’ll want to do it on a blank sheet…outline to be cut last. I took the cut sheet to a metal fabricating shop, and it bent the lower 2 inches 90 degrees, and then bent up the last quarter inch edge of that bend to form a “U” at the bottom of the panel. This serves three purposes. One: Safety…if you have an off-field landing, the bottom of the panel won’t cut into your legs. Two: It makes a nice channel for the wire bundles to lie in. Three: It makes a nifty handhold to pull oneself forward. If I did it again, I would make the channel 3 inches wide for an even nicer handhold. Another EAAer and Glasair builder had a CAD program that we used to lay out everything. He did most of the work. Total time was about three hours. 92
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After checking measurements three times we were satisfied it was correct. Next came cutting the holes. I made the decision not to cut them myself (great decision) and found a local shop that would cut the holes using a CAD milling machine. You can’t beat it for cutting those square holes, and round ones, too! All the screw holes were countersunk, too! Cost: $200.



Finally the big day came. I lit up the entire panel and found mostly no surprises; only about 10 percent still had problems. One of the hardest parts was figuring out where to put the placards for the various switches and breakers and such, and whether to silk-screen, engrave, or use stickers. Decal Pro, a company that makes a kit of dry transfers, won out (www.PulsarProFX.com/decalpro/ index.html). There is a learning curve, but the kit is relatively inexpensive. You produce the lettering on your computer and proceed from there. By this time I had accumulated a fair amount of boxes from all the gear I had ordered. I sold all my old stuff, but kept my Narco transponder because it still works fine. I bought a Garmin 430, ICOM 210, Dynon D100 and HS34, and AvMap EKP IV. After a discussion



with my wife, I added a Monroy traffic advisor that I found for a sale price of about $550. It’s a short version of a traffic collision avoidance device (TCAD) unit and gives distance and altitude of multiple targets but no radial to the target. It provides verbal announcements as the traffic draws closer, and it works well. This combo gave me two independent comms, two independent nav GPS units, and a single VOR with full instrument landing system. I do some light instrument flying but don’t like it as my airframe is not set up for it—no antiice equipment, no pitot heat, no alternate static source, and one set of gyros.



Four-Layer Plan My plan called for four layers: one main and three subpanels, with the center sub-panel having the densest cluster of stuff. I’m not much of a metal worker, but two rows of hangars over from me is a master craftsman who gave me valuable advice. When I cut out the old panel (literally) I left an inch and a quarter stub alongside the fuselage and attached the new panel to it using nut plates and four countersunk screws, which worked out well. I couldn’t find the panel color I wanted, so I took it to a paint shop. I asked for semi-gloss; it came out big-time gloss. The next try came out fine: a nice matte finish. In the meantime I had built an entire aluminum radio stack that came out nice…meaning the radios fit. My old panel had only circuit breakers, no fuses. This time I vowed to do it right and fuse or breaker everything, which I did by attaching a block of fuses to each side of the radio stack. I can change the fuse on the ground but not in the air, so only minor items were fused.
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During the process I was sorting out the old wires into a heaping bundle on the floor and retaining the ones that would go to, or splice into, the new panel. Eventually, the wire mess got smaller and smaller, and the tied orderly bundles got bigger as more and more items went into the panel. Eventually, all the stuff was placed. Some of it barely fit so I made minor panel adjustments that aren’t visible. I tested each circuit as I completed it. Sometimes I had problems, mostly due to hooking onto the old wire when its function was not as advertised. Finally the big day came. I lit up the entire panel and found mostly no surprises; only about 10 percent still had problems. I had some technical questions about radio wiring and the units themselves, and I called in favors for these, including calls to the original equipment manufacturers. All the manufacturers were upfront and helpful. After a few trips with the new items, I decided to change some things on the panel. That meant more holes…again. The intercom that I bought to replace my beloved old QuietFlight wasn’t that great. It worked okay but lacked specific inputs for stereo, nav IDs, the TCAD, engine alarms, and such. Using the newer unit, the quality of the sound from those systems was lacking. I wanted to use the old QuietFlight but it was too big to fit and a smaller version couldn’t be found. The company had gone out of business and sold its rights to Northern Airborne Technology Ltd. (NAT). NAT revised the QuietFlight unit and came out with a stereo unit called AA83-001, which is a small, lightweight, and highly capable unit that costs around $850. Pricey, but after several lost bids on eBay, I finally got a nice used one for a reasonable price. NAT is in Kelowna, 94
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British Columbia, and makes highquality military, commercial, and civilian units. The NAT techs are easy to work with. Because of the liquid crystal screens, I decided to extend the instrument panel visor. In my bubble canopy environment, I need some relief from the relentless sunlight that can ruin the view of the nice colors those screens produce. Most installations I’ve seen have a short (1 inch or so) overhang that doesn’t cut it! I added 4 inches to my current visor, and that addition worked out great…mostly. Great for the shade, but I wound up hiding some of the upper corner items in the panel. Sigh…time to redesign. Fortunately, I had spare room to move them around.



Time and Money What did it cost and how much time did it take? The whole project, including at least a half-dozen airframe-associated modifications, plus an annual, took almost a year. You know you can’t do just one modification…but without the airframe modification, the panel and all its supporting items took about six months. Because I kept my old engine steam gauges (most of which are pure mechanical with no electrons), the cost was reasonable, less than $13,000 for a new Garmin 430, AvMap, ICOM 210, Monroy TCAD, standby airspeed and altimeter, at least half of the circuit breakers and switches, and all the rest of the panel and its associated processes.



Answer: Yes you do!* * Question: Do I need one of these? Find out why at:



www.ellison-tbi.com



Carburetors You Can Bank On! Ellison Fluid Systems Inc. • 350 Airport Way • Renton, WA 98055 • 425-271-3220



Vance Atkinson is an EAA technical counselor and flight advisor who has been flying for more than 40 years. He has accumulated more than 28,000 hours. EAA Sport Aviation
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